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Abstract— Hash coding has been widely used in the approx-
imate nearest neighbor search for large-scale image retrieval.
Given semantic annotations such as class labels and pairwise
similarities of the training data, hashing methods can learn
and generate effective and compact binary codes. While some
newly introduced images may contain undefined semantic labels,
which we call unseen images, zero-shot hashing (ZSH) techniques
have been studied for retrieval. However, existing ZSH methods
mainly focus on the retrieval of single-label images and cannot
handle multilabel ones. In this article, for the first time, a novel
transductive ZSH method is proposed for multilabel unseen
image retrieval. In order to predict the labels of the unseen/target
data, a visual-semantic bridge is built via instance-concept coher-
ence ranking on the seen/source data. Then, pairwise similarity
loss and focal quantization loss are constructed for training
a hashing model using both the seen/source and unseen/target
data. Extensive evaluations on three popular multilabel data
sets demonstrate that the proposed hashing method achieves
significantly better results than the comparison methods.

Index Terms— Deep hashing, image retrieval, multilabel image,
transductive learning, zero-shot learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

HASHING methods can transform high-dimensional data
into compact binary codes while preserving the similar-

ity between them. With high computing efficiency and low
storage cost, hashing methods have been widely used for
large-scale image retrieval. A number of hashing methods have
been proposed in the past decade [1]–[4].

Existing hashing methods can be roughly divided into
two categories: supervised [5]–[7] and unsupervised [8]–[12].
The supervised hashing methods incorporate human-annotated
information, e.g., semantic labels and pairwise similarities,
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into the learning process to find an optimal hash function,
whereas the unsupervised methods often learn hash functions
by exploiting the intrinsic manifold structure of the unlabeled
data. Generally, supervised methods can obtain much higher
performance than the unsupervised ones.

In recent years, inspired by the remarkable success of
deep neural networks in a broad range of computer-vision
applications such as image classification [13]–[15], object
detection [16]–[19], semantic segmentation [20], [21], many
supervised hashing methods turn to use deep neural networks
for hash-code learning [22]–[27]. These deep hashing methods
have greatly advanced the retrieval performance on several
popular benchmark data sets.

However, with the rapid emerging of new goods and new
activities, images may contain concepts (or semantic labels)
that are undefined before. For example, various commercial
products with different shapes and appearances are released
to the market every day, and new sports with novel playing
scenes are invented from time to time over the world. The
images containing these new products or playing scenes are
“unseen” compared with the “seen” images holding predefined
labels and are supposed to be annotated with new labels for
training the supervised learners. Consequently, the supervised
hashing methods may face tremendous challenges due to the
lack of timely and reliable annotation of ground-truth labels
for the unseen images.

Zero-shot learning (ZSL) [28] is a technique that can
potentially solve or alleviate this problem. ZSL bridges the
semantic gap between “seen” and “unseen” categories by
transferring supervised knowledge from other modalities or
domains, e.g., class-attribute descriptors and word vectors. For
instance, the word embeddings of similar words that locate
closely in the embedding space can capture the distributional
similarity in the textual domain [29] based on a large-scale
text corpus, such as Wikipedia. Thus, such knowledge transfer
can be used to capture the relationship between seen and
unseen concepts and can be helpful to handle unseen images
in supervised learning.

For image retrieval under the circumstance of unseen
images, some zero-shot hashing (ZSH) methods [30]–[34]
have also been proposed. Nevertheless, these methods focus
on single-label image retrieval, in which a one-to-one
visual-semantic representation pair can satisfy the training of
a hashing model, whereas in more complicated scenarios,
an image often contains multiple object classes and hence
more complex semantics and their relationships. How to
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the transductive ZSH. In the learning procedure,
both the source and target data are used for training the hashing model. The
categories (labels) of the target data are unknown to the learning system.

represent the complex visual-semantics relationships for mul-
tilabel images, in a unified framework, is a difficult problem.
To the best of our knowledge, there does not exist any work
on multilabel ZSH.

Another important but easily ignored problem is that since
the underlying distributions of the source data and the target
data are different, learning a hash function from a naive
knowledge transfer on the source domain without making it
adaptive to the target domain may lead to severe domain-shift
problems. The knowledge transfer across different domains
has become a very important issue in many computer-vision
problems [35]–[37], which also needs to be investigated in
ZSH.

Considering the problems discussed above, we propose a
novel transductive zero-shot hashing method (T-MLZSH) for
multilabel image retrieval. Both the labeled source and the
unlabeled target data are used in the training phase, as shown
in Fig. 1. The labeled source data are used to learn the
relationship between visual images and semantic embeddings,
and the unlabeled data of target classes are used to alleviate
the domain-shift problem. More specifically, we first study a
visual-semantic bridge via instance-concept coherence ranking
on the source data. In instance-concept coherence ranking,
a relatedness score for an image instance and a semantic
concept is calculated for each image in the source data, where
the score of an instance with a relevant label is larger than
that of the same instance with an irrelevant label. Then, we can
generate predicted labels for target data and use these predicted
labels as supervised information to guide the learning of
hashing models. Moreover, we propose a focal quantization
loss for fast and efficient hashing learning.

The contributions of this work lie in threefold.

1) A T-MLZSH is proposed to solve the domain-shift
problem in multilabel image retrieval. To the best of
our knowledge, it is the first work studying the ZSH for
multilabel image retrieval.

2) An instance-concept coherence ranking algorithm is pro-
posed for visual-semantic mapping, which can be used
to predict the labels for unseen target data and hence
improve the performance of zero-shot deep hashing.

3) The proposed method obtains very promising results on
three popular multilabel data sets, which constructs the
benchmark for zero-shot multilabel image retrieval and
paves the road for new research in this field.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
briefly reviews the related work. Section III describes the
neural network architecture for zero-shot image retrieval.
Section IV demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed
method by experiments. Finally, Section V concludes this
article.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Zero-Shot Learning
ZSL refers to training on the seen labeled data with

seen labels and testing on the unseen data with unseen
labels, where there is no intersection between the seen
label set and the unseen label set. The core of ZSL is
to obtain the instance labels for the unseen data. Accord-
ing to the ways of obtaining the instances, ZSL can
be divided into three categories [38]–[40]: projection-based
methods [41]–[43], instance-borrowing methods [44]–[46],
and synthesizing methods [47]–[50].

The projection-based methods obtain instances by project-
ing the elements in the feature space and semantic space into
a common space. Generally, the feature space contains the
instances of seen classes, and the semantic space contains
the prototypes of seen/unseen classes. In [42], a hinge rank
loss was constructed to learn a linear transformation from the
feature space to the semantic space. In [43], a bilinear mapping
function was learned by minimizing the loss of an SVM
classifier. In [51], the prediction noise and class bias of label
embedding were decreased by deploying multiple classifiers
in an ensemble manner. Instance-borrowing methods are based
on the similarities of classes, in which the instances belonging
to similar classes are taken as positive. In [44], instances in
training were borrowed from the seen classes. The borrowed
instances have high similarities with the unseen classes. Unlike
instance-borrowing methods, the synthesizing methods create
the pseudo instances for unseen classes, where the adversarial
autoencoder and generative adversarial networks (GANs) are
often used. In [52], an optimal latent space was learned to
constrcut a bias-reducing generator network, which can reduce
the hubness problem. In [53], an out-of-distribution detector
was introduced to reduce the effect of domain shift, and a
GAN was employed to synthesize the unseen instances.

To handle multilabel images, the projection is much more
complex for the projection-based ZSL. A possible solution
is to follow the visual-semantic mapping strategy used in
the single-label case. In [75], the meaning of multiple labels
for one instance was inferred by summing the word vector
representations of individual labels. In [54], an alternative
way was proposed to use the direct visual-semantic mapping,
which first finds the corresponding area of each semantic
label and then extracts the object-level visual presentation
for visual-semantic mapping. Some other works try to utilize
the co-occurrence among the labels. One typical work is the
COSTA [55], which constructs the linear projection matrix
between the seen labels and unseen labels by statistic learning
on the annotated data sets.

B. Hashing-Based Image Retrieval
Hashing methods for image retrieval can be roughly divided

into two categories: the unsupervised and the supervised.
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The unsupervised hashing methods generate hash codes with-
out any semantic labels. They use clustering techniques or
projection strategies to transfer visual information to feature
space and generate an optimized hash function to preserve
the similarity in Hamming space [10], [12], [56]–[58]. Some
classical algorithms, such as SH [11], formulated hash encod-
ing as a spectral graph-partitioning problem and learned a
nonlinear mapping to preserve semantic similarity. Some other
methods, e.g., SPQ [59] and muti-k-means [60], decomposed
the feature space into a Cartesian product of low-dimensional
subspaces and encoded high-dimensional feature vectors into
binary codes by clustering-based subspace quantization [61].
ECE [62] treated it as an optimization problem and combined
the genetic programming with the boosting-based weight
updating. DSTH [63] advocated discrete hash codes and
resorted to the semantics augment from auxiliary contextual
modalities.

The supervised hashing methods use the annotation infor-
mation to learn compact hash codes, which usually performs
better than the unsupervised methods. Among these supervised
methods, CNN-based hashing methods have attracted more
and more attention due to the powerful representation ability
of deep neural networks [64]. According to the difference
of input forms, the existing deep hashing methods can be
divided into two kinds. One receives image triplets as the input
of the network and generates hash codes by minimizing the
triplet ranking loss [5], [6]. These methods consume many
computing resources and time to train the hashing model as
there are enormous triplet combinations. The other receives the
minibatch of images as input and uses the pairwise similarity
between images as supervised information to learn the hash
codes. Typical works of this form include the DHN [24],
DSH [25], HashNet [26], and so on. Considering that existing
hashing methods often fall short in concentrating relevant
images to be within a small Hamming ball, DCH [65] built
a pairwise cross-entropy loss on the Cauchy distribution to
improve its capability on this point.

In recent years, hashing-based methods were also developed
for multimodal retrieval, which transforms high-dimensional
data of different modalities into compact binary codes in
a common Hamming space. The multimodal hashing sup-
ports image retrieval across other domains, e.g., text, video,
audio, and so on. Some representative work can be found
in [66]–[71].

C. Zero-Shot Hashing

To handle images with unseen categories, some deep
learning-based methods formulate the hashing as an unsu-
pervised problem [72], [73]. However, without using reliable
supervised information, it is difficult to achieve satisfactory
performance. Some other methods [30], [31], [74], from a
different perspective, consider it as a ZSH problem. The goal
of ZSH [75], [76] is to transfer the model trained on the seen
data to unseen data via other available knowledge, such as
word vector representations. Since the underlying data distri-
butions of the seen categories and the unseen categories are
different, the hashing functions learned by the seen categories

without any adaptation to the unseen categories may cause a
domain-shift problem. To narrow the domain gap between seen
data and unseen data, ZSH-DA [32] first learns a ZSH model
on seen data and then learns the final hashing model with a
domain-adaptation algorithm. In [33], a transductive zero-shot
hashing (TZSH) network was proposed, which contains a
coarse-to-fine similarity mining to find the most presentative
target examples of each unseen labels and adds these pre-
sentative examples and its corresponding predicted labels to
the process of supervised hashing learning. Shen et al. [77]
used GCN to learn the ZSH model for sketch-image retrieval.
Although the GCN method is very promising in exploring
the relationship between semantic labels, it is not flexible and
requires a predefined adjacency matrix of nodes and additional
training costs.

III. TRANSDUCTIVE MULTILABEL ZERO-SHOT HASHING

A. Problem Definition

Suppose that Ds = {Is
i ,Ys

i }Ns
i=1 is a labeled source data set

including Ns images, where Is
i is an image and Ys

i is the
corresponding label annotated with one or more classes and
Dt = {I t

i }Nt
i=1 is an unlabeled target data set, which includes

Nt images of the unseen target classes and has the labels Y t

unknown. In the zero-shot setting, the target and source classes
are two mutually exclusive label sets, i.e., Y t

�Ys = φ.
For hash-code learning, we construct the similarity matrix
S = {si j |i, j = 1, 2, . . . , Ns + Nt }, where si j = 1 denotes
that the pairwise images Ii and I j are similar, and si j = 0
denotes they are dissimilar. The goal of T-MLZSH is to learn
a mapping F : I �→ {−1,+1}M on the labeled source data set
Ds and the unlabeled data set Dt to encode an input image Ii

into an M-bit binary code F(Ii ), with the pairwise similarity
preserved.

Fig. 2 shows a flowchart of the proposed method. The input
images first go through the deep network with the stacked
convolutional and fully connected layers and are encoded as
a high-dimensional feature representation. Then, the outputs
of the last fully connected layer are fed into a hashing
layer for compact binary encoding. To transfer the knowledge
from seen categories to unseen categories and construct the
bridge between visual and semantic modalities, we add a fully
connected layer after hashing layer, which maps features from
Hamming space to the common embedding space.

B. Instance-Concept Coherence Ranking

Since there is no label information for target images,
we should first predict labels for these images by transferring
the knowledge from the semantic representations to visual
features, before learning a supervised hashing function. If vi

is the visual embedding of the i th image instance Ii and u j

is the semantic embedding of the j th semantic concept, then
we can calculate the relatedness score between Ii and the j th
semantic concept in the embedding space

oi j = �vi , u j � (1)

where �a, b� = aT b is the inner product operation. The
semantic embeddings can be obtained from the existing word
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Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed T-MLZSH network. At first, the model constructs a visual-semantic bridge via instance-concept coherence ranking on the
source data. It calculates the relatedness scores between visual features and semantic word vectors, under the assumption that related instance-concept pairs
should have larger relatedness scores. Given the learned instance-concept coherence relationship, the most relevant concepts for each image instance of the
unlabeled target data can be selected to guide the similarity-preserving learning. The whole network can be trained in an end-to-end manner.

Fig. 3. Illustration of the embedding model. It learns a mapping function
where the scores with a relevant label should be higher than that with an
irrelevant one.

vector models, and the visual embeddings are variables that
should be learned. During the training process, we can get a
score list of source labels {oi1, oi2, . . . , oi Ls }, where Ls is the
number of seen labels. The goal of our embedding model is
to learn a mapping function that scores with a relevant label
should be higher than that with an irrelevant one, as shown
in Fig. 3. Inspired by [78], we adopt a RankNet loss function
to learn the ranking relationships, for instance, Ii

Lrank = wi ·
⎛
⎝ �

p∈C+
i

�
q∈C−

i

log
�
1 + exp

�
oiq − oip

��

+
�
j∈C

log
�
1 + exp

�−ψi j oi j
��⎞⎠ (2)

where C+
i and C−

i denote two sets of relevant and irrelevant
labels to the i th instance and ψi j is defined as an indicator
function, where ψi j = 1 indicates that the i th instance is
related to the j th label and ψi j = −1 indicates that the i th
instance is irrelative to the j th label. wi = (|C+

i | · |C−
i |+|C|)−1

plays a regularization role. In the bracket of (2), the first term
gives punishment to the situation when the labels irrelevant
to Ii have higher ranking orders than the relevant ones.

The second term is used to enlarge the relatedness scores of
the relevant pairs and reduce those of the irrelevant pairs.

Based on the above-trained model, the pairwise relatedness
scores for the visual embeddings of target images and the
semantic embeddings of target classes can be calculated.
We rank the scores {oi1, oi2, . . . , oi Lt } (Lt is the number of
unseen labels) in descending order and select the classes of
top-k highest scores as the predicted target labels.

C. Hash-Code Learning

For efficient nearest neighbor search, the semantic similarity
of original images should be preserved in the Hamming space.
Generally, the similarity relationships can be defined with
image labels. For a multilabel data set, if two images share
at least one label, they are considered similar and dissimilar
otherwise. If B is a set of hash codes for all images and
S = {si j} is the pairwise similarity matrix, then the conditional
probability of si j can be defined as

p
�
si j |B

� =


σ
�
�i j

�
, si j = 1

1 − σ
�
�i j

�
, si j = 0

(3)

where �i j = �bi , b j � is the inner product of hash codes bi and
b j and σ(x) = (1/1 + e−x) is the sigmoid function, which
scales the inner product value within [0, 1].

We adopt negative log-likelihood as the cost function to
measure the pairwise similarity loss, as formulated by the
following equation:

Lp = −
�
si j ∈S

log
�

p
�
si j |B

��

= −
�
si j ∈S

�
si j · log

�
σ
�
�i j

�� + �
1 − si j

� · log
�
1 − σ

�
�i j

���
.

(4)

As σ(�i j) = (1/(1 + e−�i j )), (4) can be rewritten as

Lp =
�
si j ∈S

�
log

�
1 + e�i j

� − si j ·�i j
�
. (5)
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It is very challenging to directly optimize this discrete
optimization problem, as the binary constraint bi ∈ {−1, 1}M

requires thresholding on the network outputs, which may result
in the vanishing-gradient problem in backpropagation. We
adopt the continuous relaxation strategy [24], [25] to solve
this problem. The output of deep hashing layer ui is fed to a
tanh function hi = tanh(ui ), which is used as a substitute for
binary code bi . Thus, �i j is redefined as hT

i h j .
For more efficient and faster hash learning, we design a

focal quantization loss to mitigate the divergence between the
discrete binary codes and the continuous output of hashing
networks, inspired by [79]. Since the gradient accumulations
of a large number of simple samples are not helpful for
training, the focal loss attempts to reduce the weights of simple
examples to promote the training process. First, we convert the
binary code quantization problem into a binary classification
problem. We use a sigmoid activation to map the outputs of
the hash layer into a probability distribution p̂i = σ(ui).
Note that, tanh and sigmoid are both monotonic increasing
functions that hold the same variation trend, i.e., when hi

asymptotically approaches to −1, pi also approaches 0, and
vice versa (both approach to 1). Thus, the probability of
binary classification can reflect the compactness of hash codes
effectively.

The focal quantization loss is defined as

Lq = − 1

N

�
i∈N

�
j∈M

�
ŷi j · �

1 − p̂i j
�α · log

�
p̂i j

�
+�

1 − ŷi j
� · �

p̂i j
�α · log

�
1 − p̂i j

��
(6)

where ŷi is a label indicator that indicates which class (0 or
1) the output of hash layer should be classified as. We adopt
a weighted sigmoid function to achieve such effect, i.e., ŷi =
σ(β · ui), with β a parameter far greater than 1.

By integrating the pairwise similarity loss and focal quan-
tization loss, the overall hashing loss can be defined as

Lhash = Lp + Lq . (7)

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Data Sets

To verify the performance of the proposed method, we com-
pare the proposed method with several baselines on three
widely used multilabel image data sets, i.e., NUS-WIDE,
VOC2012, and COCO.

NUS-WIDE [80] is a data set containing 269 648 public
web images. Each image is annotated with one or more class
labels from a total of 81 classes. There exists a widely used
subset of images associated with the 21 most common labels
and each label associated with at least 5000 images, resulting
in a total of 195 834 images.

VOC2012 [81] is a widely used data set for object detection
and segmentation, which contains 17 125 images. Each image
is associated with at least one of the 20 semantic labels.

COCO [14] is a data set for object detection, semantic scene
labeling, and indexing, which contains 123 287 images with
semantic labels. Each image is associated with 1-to-16 labels
from a total of 90.

B. Implementation Details

To construct a zero-shot scenario, we should further split
the data set.1 Since there are more complex semantic rela-
tionships among these multilabel data sets, we use one of
these three image data sets as source data and one as target
data. For example, we can set NUS-WIDE as source data and
VOC2012 as target data and vice versa. Before training models
based on these data sets, data preprocessing must be done.
We set three experiments, including one between NUS-WIDE
and VOC2012, one between NUS-WIDE and COCO, and the
last one between COCO and VOC2012.

1) Experiment Between NUS-WIDE and VOC2012: In
NUS-WIDE, we remove the common concepts (semantic
labels) shared by these two data sets and related images
because there are much more images in NUS-WIDE than in
VOC2012. In VOC2012, we remove several ambiguous con-
cepts and related images. Such data-clean operations result in a
subset of NUS-WIDE containing 106 389 images and 18 labels
and a subset of VOC2012 containing 16 750 images and
17 labels. For NUS-WIDE, we randomly select 10 000 images
as the training set, 2000 images as the test query set, and
the rest as the retrieval database. For VOC2012, we randomly
select 4000 images as the training set, 1000 images as the test
query set, and the rest as the retrieval database.

2) Experiment Between NUS-WIDE and COCO: We
remove the common concepts and relative images from
NUS-WIDE and keep COCO unchanged. Finally, a subset of
NUS-WIDE containing 100 303 images and 17 labels and a
subset of COCO containing 123 274 images and 80 labels
are prepared for the following experiments. For both data
sets, we randomly select 10 000 images as the training set,
2000 images as the test query set, and the rest as the retrieval
database.

3) Experiment Between VOC2012 and COCO: We remove
the images related to three ambiguous concepts for VOC2012.
After that, all the concepts of VOC2012 are included in
COCO. Then, for COCO, we remove the images that have the
concepts in VOC2012. Finally, there remains 21 987 images
and 60 labels for COCO and 16 750 images and 17 labels for
VOC2012. For both data sets, we randomly select 4000 images
for training, 1000 images as the test query, and the rest as the
retrieval database.

For NUS-WIDE, VOC2012, and COCO, we check the
labels and ensure that the training/query set contains all the
concepts of the corresponding data set.

We implement the proposed method (T-MLZSH) using the
TensorFlow toolkit. In this article, we use AlexNet as the
backbone CNN. To validate the versatility of the proposed
framework, we will also evaluate by replacing the backbone
CNN with VGG16 and ResNet50. We use the pretrained model
to initialize the weight parameters and focus on training the
hashing layer and embedding layer. The Adam method is
adopted for stochastic optimization with a mini-batch size
of 128, and all input images are resized to 227 × 227.

We compare our method (T-MLZSH) with nine other meth-
ods, including the traditional methods KSH [2], IMH [3],

1https://github.com/qinnzou/Zero-Shot-Hashing
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SDH [4], ZSH-DA [32], ZSH [30], the deep learning-based
methods DHN [24], Hashnet [26], ADSH [82], and
TZSH [33]. Among the traditional methods, ZSH-DA and
ZSH are two zero-shot hashing methods. Among the deep
learning-based methods, TZSH is a T-MLZSH. It is worth
noting that all the methods use the same training and test
settings on the newly formed data sets.

In the training, for KSH, IMH, SDH, DHN, Hashnet, and
ADSH, the images and labels of the training set are used,
whereas for ZSH-DA, ZSH, TZSH, and the proposed T-
MLZSH, in addition to the images and labels in the training
set, the raw images (without labels) in the test query set
are also used. Note that, ADSH is a supervised method that
treats the query points and database points asymmetrically,
and DIHN [83] successfully extends the asymmetric training
strategy in an incremental learning framework. As DIHN uses
the labels of the unseen test query data for training, which
violates the protocols of our experiments, we do not include
it in the comparison.

For deep learning-based methods, we use the raw images
as input. For the non-CNN approaches, we use the outputs
of the fc7 layer in AlexNet as their visual features. All the
experiments are conducted on an NVIDIA TITAN Xp GPU
and the Ubuntu 16.04 operating system.

C. Metrics

The metrics we used to evaluate the image retrieval qual-
ity are four widely used metrics: average cumulative gains
(ACGs), normalized discounted cumulative gains (NDCGs),
mean average precision (MAP), and weighted mean average
precision (WAP) [7], [23], [84], [85].

MAP is the mean of average precision for each query, which
can be calculated by

MAP = 1

Q

q�
Q

AP(q) (8)

where

AP(q) = 1

Ntr (q)@n

�
n

i

�
Tr(q, i)

Ntr (q)@i

i

�
(9)

Tr(q, i) ∈ 0, 1 is an indicator function that if Iq and Ii have
the same class labels, Tr(q, i) = 1; otherwise, Tr(q, i) = 0.
Q is the number of query sets and Ntr(q)@i indicates the
number of relevant images with respect to the query image Iq

within the top i images. ACG represents the average number of
shared labels between the query image and the top n retrieved
images. For a given query image Iq , the ACG score of the top
n retrieved images is calculated by

ACG@n = 1

n

i�
n

C(q, i) (10)

where n denotes the number of top retrieval images and
C(q, i) is the number of shared class labels between Iq and Ii .
NDCG is a popular evaluation metric in information retrieval.
Given a query image Iq , the DCG score of top n retrieved

Fig. 4. Performance obtained by using different numbers of predicted labels
for target data with hash codes of 12, 24, 36, and 48 bits. The values
are computed based on the top-1000 retrieved images. (a) NUS-WIDE
→ VOC2012. (b) VOC2012 → NUS-WIDE. (c) NUS-WIDE → COCO.
(d) COCO → NUS-WIDE. (e) VOC → COCO. (f) COCO → VOC.

images is defined as

DCG@n =
i�
n

2C(q,i) − 1

log(1 + i)
. (11)

Then, the normalized DCG(NDCG) score at the position n can
be calculated by NDCG@n == (DCG@n/Zn), where Zn is
the maximum value of DCG@n, which constrains the value
of NDCG in the range [0, 1].

WAP is similar to MAP, and the only difference is that WAP
is the average value of ACG scores at each tip n retrieval image
rather than average precision. WAP can be calculated by

WAP = 1

Q

q�
Q


1

NT r (q)@n

n�
i

(Tr(q, i)× ACG@i)

�
. (12)

D. Overall Performance

In this section, we analyze the retrieval results all evaluated
on the unseen target data.

1) Number of Predicted Unseen Categories: Fig. 4 shows
the results of using different numbers of predicted labels on
the target data. Top-k indicates that the first k categories in
the correlation-score ranking list are used as predicted labels
and top-0 means that the labels of target data are set to a
vector of all zeros. From Fig. 4(a) and (b), we can see that
when setting VOC2012 as target data, using top-1 predicted
labels can achieve the best performance. The possible reason
is that the average number of objects in each image on
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TABLE I

MAP RESULTS OBTAINED BY USING DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF BITS ON (NUS-WIDE, VOC2012).
THE MAPs ARE COMPUTED BASED ON THE TOP-1000 RETRIEVED IMAGES

TABLE II

MAP RESULTS OBTAINED BY USING DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF BITS ON (NUS-WIDE, COCO).
THE MAPs ARE COMPUTED BASED ON THE TOP-1000 RETRIEVED IMAGES

VOC2012 is relatively small. With more predicted labels
used for supervised hashing learning, it will inevitably incur
misleading information and cause performance degradation.
When setting NUS-WIDE as target data, the best results are
obtained by using top-3 predicted labels. In the following
experiments, we use top-1 and top-3 predicted labels as
supervised information for the proposed method in default
for VOC2012 and NUS-WIDE, respectively. In Fig. 4(c)–(f),
we can see that the best performance can be achieved by
using top-3 predicted labels for the experiments on COCO
and NUS-WIDE and using top-1 for experiments on COCO
and NUS-WIDE. It may be because the average number of
objects in each image in the (NUS-WIDE, COCO) case is
2.48 and 2.97 and that in the (VOC, COCO) case is 1.30 and
1.48, respectively. Hence, we use top-3 predicted labels as
supervised information for the proposed method in default
for (COCO, NUS-WIDE) and top-1 for (VOC, COCO) in the
following experiments.

2) Results Under Different Scenarios: The MAP results of
the proposed method and the comparison methods are shown
in Tables I–III. It can be seen that the nonzero-shot deep
hashing methods, DHN, Hashnet, and ASDH, outperform the
traditional hashing methods, KSH, IMH, SDH, ZSH-DA, and
ZSH. Among the nonzero-shot deep hashing methods, ADSH
has lower performance than the other two. The possible reason

is that it treats the query points and database points in an asym-
metric way, which drives the network to pay more attention
to the seen data. Thus, when the data set is replaced by the
unseen data set, ADSH’s performance will be affected. The
two traditional ZSH methods ZSH and ZSH-DA achieve low
performance on the multilabel data sets, which indicates that
the complex semantics of multilabel images are too hard to be
modeled by learning a one-to-one semantic representation. The
zero-shot deep hashing methods, T-MLZSH and TZSH, obtain
significantly higher performance than the other methods.

It can also be seen that the proposed T-MLZSH outper-
forms almost all the comparison methods significantly on all
target data sets under different scenarios. On NUS-WIDE
and VOC2012, the transductive zero-shot hashing methods,
i.e., TZSH and T-MLZSH, achieve higher MAP values than
other methods, as shown in Table I. Compared with TZSH,
T-MLZSH achieves the increments of about 3.1% and 2.8%
in the average MAP for different bits on NUS-WIDE and
VOC2012, respectively. The possible reason is that TZSH
adopts a strategy only utilizing partially selected target data
for hash learning, which limits its performance.

From Table II, we can see that compared with TZSH,
T-MLZSH achieves increments of about 3.4% or 3.2% in
the average MAP for different bits on COCO→NUS-WIDE
and NUS-WIDE→COCO, respectively. In this experiment,
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TABLE III

MAP RESULTS OBTAINED BY USING DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF BITS ON (VOC2012, COCO).
THE MAPs ARE COMPUTED BASED ON THE TOP-1000 RETRIEVED IMAGES

Fig. 5. Comparison of results obtained by the proposed method on ACG, NDCG, and WAP with 12-, 24-, 36-, and 48-bits hash codes, with regarding the
top-1000 retrieved images. (a) NUS-WIDE → VOC2012. (b) VOC2012 → NUS-WIDE. (c) NUS-WIDE → COCO. (d) COCO → NUS-WIDE. (e) VOC2012
→ COCO. (f) COCO → VOC2012.

the deep supervised hashing method DHN is found to perform
better than TZSH on COCO→NUS-WIDE. The possible
reason is that COCO is categorized into more categories and
DHN can get more detailed supervised information when
setting COCO as the training set. Nevertheless, T-MLZSH still
outperforms DHN by about 0.95% in the average MAP.

Table III shows the results on (COCO, VOC2012). Com-
pared with TZSH, T-MLZSH achieves increments of about
6.8% or 1.8% on average MAP for different bits. The proposed
method is found to obtain a significantly better performance
on VOC2012→COCO, where COCO is unseen. The possible
reason is that although all the instances of VOC2012 are
included in COCO, some unlabeled targets in COCO images
are similar to that in VOC2012. Features extracted from
VOC2012 images may possess high similarity with some
COCO images. Since the scale of COCO is much larger than
VOC2012, the overall performance is lower when COCO is
unseen.

More results in the other three metrics, i.e., ACG, NDCG,
and WAP, are presented in Fig. 5. We can see that the overall
trends of the performance on the three metrics are consistent.
When the code length increases, the performance improves.
According to the definition, these three metrics can make a
more fair evaluation on multilabel images, as the numbers
of shared labels between images are considered. For MAP,
the pairwise images that share at least one common object
label will be considered as relevant images, and no more
comparisons of fine-grained semantic relation between these
images are included, which may not stay in step with user
demand in multilabel image retrieval. For WAP, the average
number of shared class labels among these retrieved similar
images is considered. Higher WAP means more high-quality
retrieval results having more shared class labels in the nearest
search. Although the range of WAP on different data sets
would be different, the WAPs of T-MLZSH are stably higher
than those of the comparison methods.
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Fig. 6. Performance comparison on NUS-WIDE→VOC2012. The VOC2012 data set is unseen. From top to bottom, there are ACG, NDCG, and WAP with
respect to different top returned samples with hash codes of 12, 24, 36, and 48 bits.

Fig. 7. Performance comparison on VOC2012→NUS-WIDE. The NUS-WIDE data set is unseen. From top to bottom, there are ACG, NDCG, and WAP
with respect to different top returned samples with hash codes of 12, 24, 36, and 48 bits.

Figs. 6–11 show more detailed results on ACG, NDCG,
and WAP of different numbers of top returned images under
different scenarios. Generally, the NDCG curves show a trend
of first decreasing and then increasing, while ACG and WAP
decrease with the increase of retrieved samples. The more
samples retrieved, the more low-quality retrieval results having
fewer shared class labels will appear in the rear. This will lead

to the trends that tend to be gentle. Since most of the compared
methods are not specific for ZSL, the results of unseen data
may be uncertain. The curve of ZSH-DA is unsmooth. The
possible reason is that, while using ZSH-DA for multilabel
unseen images, the complex semantics are too hard to be
modeled by learning a one-to-one semantic representation,
which leads to unstable performances.
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Fig. 8. Performance comparison on NUS-WIDE→COCO. The COCO data set is unseen. From top to bottom, there are ACG, NDCG, and WAP with respect
to different top returned samples with hash codes of 12, 24, 36, and 48 bits.

Fig. 9. Performance comparison on COCO→NUS-WIDE. The NUS-WIDE data set is unseen. From top to bottom, there are ACG, NDCG, and WAP with
respect to different top returned samples with hash codes of 12, 24, 36, and 48 bits.

3) Comparison With Different Backbone CNN Blocks: To
justify the versatility of the proposed deep hashing framework,
we replace the backbone CNN with VGG16 and ResNet50,
both of which achieve more accurate results than AlexNet on
the ImageNet competition. We denote these two modifications
as “T-MLZSH-VGG16” and “T-MLZSH-ResNet50,” respec-
tively. The results are shown in Table IV. We can see from
the results that, with more powerful backbone CNN blocks,
T-MLZSH generally achieves higher performance on all these

metrics. It simply indicates a good transfer capability and
versatility of the proposed deep hashing framework.

E. Functional Analysis

1) Influence of the Categories of Data Sets: In the above
two groups of experiments, part of them used NUS-WIDE
as the unseen data set and the results are shown in Tables I
and II. From the left of the tables, we note that using COCO
as seen data set can achieve a better MAP result, which has an
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Fig. 10. Performance comparison on COCO→VOC2012. The VOC2012 data set is unseen. From top to bottom, there are ACG, NDCG, and WAP with
respect to different top returned samples with hash codes of 12, 24, 36, and 48 bits.

Fig. 11. Performance comparison on VOC2012→COCO. The COCO data set is unseen. From top to bottom, there are ACG, NDCG, and WAP with respect
to different top returned samples with hash codes of 12, 24, 36, and 48 bits.

improvement of about 2.6%, 2.9%, 3.6%, and 4.9% in average
MAP with different hash bits. These two groups of experi-
ments have the same target domain and the only difference is
the source domain. We guess that the possible reason leading
to different MAPs is the difference of categories. COCO data
set is more finely divided and more semantic information can
be used, which makes the network much stronger.

2) Influence of the Size of Data Sets: Moreover, we explore
the influence of the sizes of the source and target data sets
by using different amounts of “seen” and “unseen” images to
train the model. Three orders of magnitude are considered.
Exactly, the number of images from the source data set and
target data set is 10 000 and 10 000, 10 000 and 4000, and
4000 and 10 000, respectively. The results are shown in Fig. 12.
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TABLE IV

PERFORMANCE UNDER DIFFERENT BACKBONE CNN BLOCKS. THE VALUES ARE COMPUTED ON THE TOP-1000 RETRIEVED IMAGES

Fig. 12. Performance obtained by using different amounts of training
data. The numbers indicate the training data in the form of “source-target.”
(a) NUS-WIDE → COCO. (b) COCO → NUS-WIDE.

Fig. 13. Performance obtained by different quantization losses.
(a) NUS-WIDE → VOC2012. (b) VOC2012 → NUS-WIDE.

It can be seen that there is a slight difference in the use of
different orders of magnitude, but the performance is stable
on the whole. It manifests that the proposed model has certain
stability even if the number of images from two domains used
for training varies from each other.

3) Necessary of Quantization Loss: We also explore the
effectiveness of the proposed quantization loss. We com-
pare the proposed method with its variant versions: one
adopts the widely used absolute error loss that measures the
Euclidean distance between continuous outputs and discrete
codes directly, and the other does not use quantization loss.
The results are presented in Fig. 13. It can be seen that,
without quantization loss, there is a rapid degradation of

Fig. 14. Visualization of the predicted labels and the true labels using t-SNE.
(a) Predicted label. (b) True label.

the performance. The difference in the evaluation index of the
MAP is about 0.5%, which illustrates the importance of using
quantization loss in deep hashing learning. We can also see that
applying quantified losses has greatly improved the results,
and the proposed focal quantization loss has a much more
advanced performance among all the proposed architecture.

4) Effectiveness of the Visual-Semantic Bridge: The
visual-semantic bridge is built to predict labels for unseen
data. It helps the images belonging to the same category
to be with higher similarity by transferring the knowledge
from the semantic representations to visual features. Since the
labels of unseen images are unknown, the predicted labels will
be represented as meaningless digital codes for the unseen
images.

To validate the effectiveness of the visual-semantic bridge
in linking the semantic representations and visual features,
we use the proposed model to predict labels for the seen
images and compare them to true labels. In the experiment,
we use the model trained on the training set of VOC2012 to
predict the labels for 10 000 images from the database set.
Since the average number of objects in each image from
VOC2012 is 1.301, we predict one label for each image.
The distribution of labels is visualized by t-SNE, as shown
in Fig. 14. Comparing Fig. 14(a) and (b), we can find that
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Fig. 15. Top-20 images retrieved by the proposed method and the comparison methods using the Hamming ranking on 48-bit hash codes.

the overall distributions are similar for the true label and the
predicted label. However, because one image may contain
multiple labels but is predicted with only one, the area of
each predicted label category is observed to be a little smaller
than that of the true label category. Meanwhile, we count the
correctness of the predicted labels. The predicted labels for
8283 images fall within their true labels. These experimental
results show that the proposed visual-semantic bridge has a
high performance.

5) Top Retrieval Results: Fig. 15 shows some retrieval
samples of some typical hashing methods according to the
ascending Hamming ranking. The query image contains three
semantic labels, i.e., building, sky, and water, with the main
content of a building. We mark the mismatched image with the
red box from the perspective of human vision. The retrieval
results of T-MLZSH are better visual plausible while focusing
on the main object of the query image, while other compared
methods may return some mismatched results like the forest
or return some images related to the less important part of the
query image with higher ranking orders.

6) Running Efficiency: We do the image retrieval by return-
ing the top 1000 similar images from 16 900 images based
on the trained models. The running time includes calculat-
ing the hash codes and calculating the hamming distances.
In our experiments, when calculating the 36-bit hash codes
of 16 901 images, it takes 17.4616, 48.2418, and 34.6509 s
for T-MLZSH-AlexNet, T-MLZSH-VGG16, and T-MLZSH-
ResNet50, respectively, that is, it will take about 1.03, 2.85,
and 2.05 ms for the three methods to calculate the hash
codes of a new image. The hash codes are computed on an
NVIDIA TITAN Xp GPU. The GPU memory usage is about
2.5, 4.3, and 1.2 GB for the three models in the retrieval test.
For calculating the hamming distance of 36-bit hash codes,
the running time on the 16 900 images is 0.006742 s, which is
about 4 × 10−7s for one calculation. The hamming distance is
computed by a 2.0 GHz core of an Intel Xeon E5-2620 CPU.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, a novel T-MLZSH was proposed for
multi-label image retrieval. It utilized the instance-concept
coherence to construct a bridge for connecting the seen and
unseen labels. Based on these connections, several categories

with the highest relatedness scores were selected as the pre-
dicted labels for target data. Then, hashing learning was per-
formed on both the source data and target data in a supervised
manner. Experimental results on three widely used multilabel
data sets showed that the proposed method outperformed
state-of-the-art methods with a significant margin. Moreover,
the superiority of the proposed focal loss was verified by
ablation studies, the effectiveness of the visual-semantic bridge
was demonstrated through feature visualization, and the high
performance on image retrieval was illustrated with visual
comparisons.
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